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As a potential client of Realtor David Dorman you don’t need to spend any of your

valuable time vetting this amazingly accomplished Real Estate expert before

arriving at this inevitable conclusion:
Realtor David Dorman is your best choice. David Dorman as one of the most

accomplished and most appreciated Realtors in the entire Greater Orlando

region.David Dorman has been dubbed one of “Real Estate’s Hot 100” by Orlando

Magazine, wherein his name has been included in their list of the area’s Top 100

Realtors every year for more than a decade.In 2003 David Dorman became the very

first Central Florida Century 21agent to be inducted into the respected corporation’s

Century 21 Honor Society. Being received by The Honor Society is an accolade

reserved for only those agents who, in addition to achieving Top Sales status

nationwide, must have also received the Quality Service award for a minimum of

five consecutive years. And that’s the award that will matter most to you, just as it

does to David, because the Quality Service award can only be achieved by
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surveys. In other words, year after year, clients of David Dorman have formally

registered their complete satisfaction with his performance on their behalf.David

has always believed that more than any other factor, it is the satisfaction of his past

clients – whether buyer or sellers – that offers testimony to potential clients that

David Dorman listens to, cares about, and is accessible to those who elect to

partner with him in order to achieve their Real Estate goals.As the slogan accurately

states, “When You Hire David Dorman – You Get David Dorman”, but in getting

David Dorman you also get the owner of the business, a licensed Broker, and a top

notch, multi-award winning, board-certified Realtor who continues to take courses

and attend seminars in order to maintain his competitive edge, on your

behalf.David Dorman continues to invest in the latest marketing technologies and

continues to explore and implement ever changing strategies to keep up with the

ever-changing times in which we now live. He is passionate about helping people

like you navigate what is likely to be the single most important transaction of your

life – buying or selling a home.Once you choose to take advantage of all that David

Dorman has to offer what you will quickly come to realize is that he is

fundamentally a good guy. David has built his organization, in part, by drawing

upon world renowned Disney guest service standards which he acquired while

working for the Mouse as a very young adult, where he quickly obtained a

leadership position. Since that time David has earned a reputation for being both

genuine and effective. He is smart in business, and tough when he needs to be

tough, but always respectful of others. He is professional yet always friendly. David

Dorman is cognizant of the fact that your time is no less valuable than his own. He

prides himself on both his accessibility and his communication skills. David will get

to know you. You will get to know David. And what you will come to know is perhaps

his most important quality… he is an honest man.So, what are you waiting for? Why

waste time looking elsewhere? You might be able to find a Realtor or two out there

who is as knowledgeable as David Dorman, but you won’t find a better person!

Specialization(s): Realtor, GRI, E-Pro, Broker, Cartus, SIRVA
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